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Note: The film was recently shown in Wellington at a Women's Suffrage Day
event (organised by the Landmarks Trust) and received enthusiastic applause
at its conclusion. Its producer, GaylenePreston, spoke at that event.

Coffee, Teaor Me?
You are invited to a special screening of Coffee, Tea or Me? - a film about
the Air Hostesses' battle against sexual harassment and for equal pay.

Special Guest: Brita McVeigh
(the film's Director, who will come from Auckland to introduce the film)

When: 5.30pm, Monday 25 November

Where: Levell, Radio New Zealand House, 155 the Terrace.

Howmuch: $5.00 to cover expenses,
(Cashbar and nibbles available.)



200212003 TUHP Committee: At the TUHP's AGM on 7 August, the current conunittee was re-
elected, with the addition of Barry Foster from Palmerston North. At a subsequent committee
meeting, David Grant was elected as Hon.Chairperson, and Colin Hicks was re-elected as
Hon. Treasurer. (He did not seek re-election as Chairperson). Maureen Birchfield did not seek
re-election as Hon. Secretary but as there were no other nominations, she agreed to continue in
this role until early 2003. Any volunteers? The Committee has power to co-opt.

New Chair, David Grant, writes: It is a daunting taskfollowing Colin Hicks into the Chair. v
Colin has been holding the TUHP's fort in this position since 1997 - unobtrusively and very
efficiently, to the gratitude of the Committee who have alongside enjoyed his occasional flashes of
dry wit and consistently good humour, even during the darker days when the organisation was
only one decision away from folding altogether. His expertise will be missed but not his presence
fortunately as he has agreed to stay on the Committee and continue the less than attractive task of
looking after the TUHP's finances.

TURP Committee: David Grant (Chair), Colin Hicks (Treas.) Maureen Birchfield
.. (" (SeclNewsletter Ed.Zl'cmp.) Rona Bailey, Pat Bolster, Alex Burton, Barry Foster, Peter Franks,

Maxine Gay, Richard Hill, Dave Morgan, Melanie Nolan, Jock Phillips, John Robson, Pat Walsh.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT - from Colin Hicks, Treasurer
TUHP's financial position is looking healthy at this stage of the year. At last count
we have 113 members - easily the highest number of subscriptions received for
many years.

Our income for the 6 months to 30 September 2002 = $6,802.84; outgoings =
$905.90. Total funds held in bank accounts = $10,424.02.

This new high is most gratifying and encouraging. Thanks to all - and for the extra
donations many of you made.

Print & Politics: A History of Trade Unions in the New Zealand
Printing Industry, 1865-1995:

The guest speaker at this year's annual meeting was Peter Franks who spoke about his recently
published history of trade unions in the New Zealand printing industry. Print & Politics covers
130 years of labour history - from the formation of the first printing unions in the 1860s to their
amalgamation with the Engineers Union in 1995. Published by Victoria University Press, "Print
.& Politics" is available from good bookshops at $49.95 a copy.

In this excerpt from Peter's talk, he discusses the wider significance of the book:

Why should this book be of interest to anyone other than printers and printing union
activists?
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I believe it has a wider significance for two reasons. First, because ofthe story it tells about the
impact of changing technology on workers. Second, because it sheds some light on the moderates
of the labour movement, the majority whose voices have largely been silent in our labour history.

Unlike most other groups of workers, printers were remarkably successful in influencing and, to
some degree, controlling technological change in their industry. They knew change was coming,
they studied the technical details, they sought help from kindred unions in other countries and
union leaders worked hard (although not always successfully) to educate their members.

There were three crucial periods of technological change in tbe printing industry. The first came
at the end of the nineteenth century. For nearly 500 years typesetting had been done manually.
The invention of the Linotype machine allowed typesetting to be mechanised. The introduction of
Linotypes into New Zealand in the late 1890s was the first major crisis in the typographical
unions' history. Despite large job losses and predictions that their trade would be destroyed, the
unions adapted to the change and were successful in negotiating control of the new machines. For
the next 40 years improvements in technology had little impact on the union and industrial
relations in printing. However the introduction of teletypesetting machines in newspapers and

. _ (.small offset printin~ machines in the conunercial printing industry in the mid-1950s heralded the
second important wave of change. This was the gradual introduction, from the early 1960s, of
computerised, cold type methods of typesetting and printing, which replaced the traditional
system of hot metal production. By the end of the I970s, almost all of New Zealand's newspapers
and conunercial print shops had changed over to cold type.

Although this change took place gradually over a period of more than 20 years, it was more
traumatic than the introduction of the Linotype. Computerisation diluted traditional skills,
particularly typesetting. These changes opened up typesetting again to women workers (who had
been deliberately excluded from printing apprenticeships). Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the
Printing Trades Union fought a dogged battle to keep traditional skilled work in the hands of
apprentices and tradesmen.

Although the union was unable to control technological change in the commercial printing
industry, it was very successful in the newspaper industry. Just at the point when visual display
units and computers became the main tools for typesetting in NZ newspapers, the union
succeeded in negotiating control of these tools by tradesmen.

The third and final wave of technological change took place in the late 1980s. Computerised
typesetting in newspapers had the potential to make typographers redundant. Once a journalist
typed his or her story into the computer system, the story could be formatted, sub-edited and
typeset without the contribution of a printer. This radical development was euphemistically called
direct editorial input. Because it promised large savings in labour costs and efficiencies in
production, newspaper publishers were keen to introduce it. However experience in other western
countries showed that this change had only been introduced at the price of considerable industrial
strife. This was epitomised by the clashes between police and unionists on picket lines at
Wapping, near London, the plant built by the newspaper magnate Rupert Murdoch as part of his
successful moves to end the domination of printing workers. The story of the introduction of
direct editorial input in New Zealand is a fascinating episode in the printers' history because there
was no NZ "Wapping". Although the stakes were very high for the union, newspaper workers and
the employers, a major change in work methods was negotiated with very little industrial strife.

The negotiations around this issue went on for several years. However the crucial negotiation was
between the Printing Union chapels at Wellington Newspapers and the management of
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Independent Newspapers Ltd in 1987. It was lay officials and shop floor workers who negotiated
what became the INL technology agreement, which resulted in many printers taking redundancy.

Because the pace of technological change in the printing industry increased so rapidly from the
1970s, the tradesmen's battle became one that they would inevitably lose. However the union was
able to entrench tradesmen's rights in the newspaper industry so successfully that when the
"kings of the trade" met their demise they were able to sell their jobs at a very high price.

I want to talk now about what the printers' story says about the labour movement in New
Zealand. V

During the arguments about who should operate Linotype machines, George Fenwick described
the typographical union as "a strongly conservative union". Printers were always a conservative
group of workers who sought good relations with their employers. This reflected both the
characteristics of their occupation and the nature of printing work. They were skilled and literate.
Throughout their unions' history, tradesmen were concerned as much about protecting their work
from unskilled workers as they were about improving wages and conditions. They consciously

- (. saw themselves as an elite group. Gary Marks observes in a comparative study of printing unions
in Germany, Britain and the United States that the term "aristocracy of labour", used with
derision by socialists like Lenin, "was actually a self-designation of printers themselves and crops
up in their literature as early as the 1840s." Outside the newspaper industry and a few large
commercial firms, printing shops were small businesses. Itwas common for tradesmen to aspire
to set up their own small businesses and become master printers. Men who did so were
congratulated, not criticised, by the union and, for all their arguments, there was a strong
occupational bond between the union and employers. Even in larger organisations, like
newspapers, many managers came up through the ranks, worked alongside printing tradesmen
and were sympathetic to them. The printing unions prided themselves on having good relations
with their employers.

Part of the importance of the story of the printing unions is that, along with other craft unions like
the engineers and carpenters, they were the pioneers of trade unionism in New Zealand. Printing
union activists helped to form the first trades and labour councils that attempted to unite different
unions to work together. They helped organise unorganised groups of workers. Ebenezer
Sandford, one of the first working men to enter Parliament, was a printer and a leader of the
typographical union in Christchurch.

Yet individual printers like Sandford, David Fisher, Tom Paul, John Rigg and Ken Baxter, who
played such important individual parts in the formation of political and industrial labour
movements in New Zealand were unusual. Their unions stood aloof from movements (both
moderate and militant) that attempted to organise workers as a class. It was not until the last years
of the 1930s when almost every union was rushing to join the Federation of Labour and the
Labour Party that the printing unions as a whole joined the labour movement. The printing unions
were not "non political" before this period. They were quite prepared to push for political
changes, for example legislation to stop women working as typesetters, regulations placing
import duty on imported printing and so on. But these were extensions of ihings they fought for in
the work place. After they joined the Federation of Labour, the printing unions were politically
labour reformist and remained so.

Itwould be wrong to see the printers' political and industrial conservatism as another example
that they were different from other unions and groups of workers. Although the printing unions
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were prepared to have a fight when necessary (or to threaten one), they avoided strikes and were
dismissive of those who criticised them for being too moderate.

The printers were very consistent in their rejection of militancy. They turned their backs on the
strikers during NZ's first major confrontation between employers and workers, the 1890 Maritime
Strike. They did so again during the 1913 General Strike. In the 1951 Waterfront Lockout,
printers stood aloof from the watersiders and their allies. During the upsurge of industrial action
from the late 1960s to the late 1980s, printers benefited from the gains won but only rarely went
on strike themselves. v

The point is that in 1890, 1913, 1951 and in the 1970s and 1980s, printers did not stand alone.
The majority of workers eschewed militancy in favour of moderation. Because New Zealand's
labour history has focused on periods of conflict (like 1951) and on militant unions, it is easy to
forget that the majority of workers were conservative. The history of the printing unions says a lot
about this maj ority. Their main interest was improving their wages and conditions so they could
have a better life, not creating militant organisations. They sought improvements through
negotiations, not strikes. They wanted reforms but they weren't interested in revolution. They
looked to, and relied on, the Federation of Labour and the Labour Party to bring home the bacon.

However the printers were prepared to have a fight when they had to. Earlier in this talk, I
discussed the 1935 Wellington printers strike which was unusual because it was a revolt by
workers against the wage cuts and bad conditions of the Great Depression. As I said, the strike
was unsuccessful in achieving its objectives of better pay and conditions.

There were a number of post mortems at the end of the strike. The one I liked the best came from
the Australian Printing Trades Journal. It said in its issue of 5 April 1935:

The Wellington Union, and supporting unions, are to be commended for the spirited
effort made to dig their wages and conditions out of the mire. In a "depression"
atmosphere, which the newspapers create for their own advantages, orthodox methods
are usually futile things tofight with. A kick with a sting in it has to be made sometime. If
the unions have not fully gained their objectives on this occasion, they need not be other
than elated with their performance; they have gained something, and not the least is the
point which has once again been given to the great truth that in the unity of the workers
lies their hope of better things.

Prophets from the Margins -by Paul Maunder
This was one of three selected plays to be workshopped in October during the

2002 National Playwright Forum at Victoria University's Studio 77. The play is based on
oral history interviews (completed in the mid 1990's by Paul and Carolyn Hatt) with five
Auckland based activists - Jock Barnes, Marg Jones, Steve Hieatt, Flora Gould and Jim
Edwards.

The play looks at New Zealand's socialist past, present and possible future. It is
chillingly relevant, but also very funny. The action (plenty of it!) takes place around the
central character, Harry's, rest home bed and involves rest home staff, members of
Harry's family and two of his ageing political activist mates - both very well drawn and
convincingly gutsy.

The play has dramatic consequences, appropriate in terms of today's political
climate. The audience, at a public reading of the play, were enthusiastic and very
moved. May it reach a much wider audience. Watch out for it!
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OVERWORK
The Council of Trade Unions has released Thirty Families, the first part of a research project,
which illustrates the impact of work hours on farnilies through workers' stories.

The interim Report of the Thirty Farnilies Project: ThelrrpaaifWark Hours on NewZealandFamilies a
repot amnssioed by the NZCIV, July 2002, can be viewed inHfML format:
www.union.org.nzlpublications/1027290655 21731.html D

Here are extracts from the Foreword to the Report, written by Ross WIlson, President, NZCTU:

World Life - tackling the big issue for workers

The CTU has undertaken this research because of the increasing level of concern among union
members about the negative impacts of long working hours on health and safety and family life. As
the largest democratic organisation in New Zealand with almost 300,000 affiliated union members,
the CTU seeks to raise this concern for public debate.

It is becoming increasingly clear that there is strong public support for regulation of excessive
working hours, and the introduction of family friendly workplace policies. People WJIltto get some
balance back into their lives. The first part of the Thirty Farnilies report graphically illustrates the
negative effects of excessive working hours ...

... For our part, the CTU will work with our 32 affiliated unions to promote collective bargaining to
attack excessive working hours and to enable workers to spend quality time with their families and be
part of their communities. Throughout the year we will coordinate a Get A Life! campaign across
unions to achieve a quality of life at work and outside of work

Achieving a balance between working life and private life is necessary for the health of our society.
Long working hours deny people the opportunity to relate to family and friends and to contribute to
community life.

I hope this research report will contribute to a long overdue debate and the real changes - both legal
and through collective bargaining - needed to achieve a modem workplace environment which
recognises and values workers' family and community responsibilities.
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Backgrond to the Thirty Families' project

In 2000 the Acru launched a major research study, entitled the Fifty Famlie ReeanbPrqea. The
srudyanalysed just over 50 families who experience work hours that are 'unreasonable' including very
long hours, irregular shift work, unpredictable hours, or combinations of these.

In 200 1 the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (NZCI'U), concerned by the anecdotal evidence
that New Zealand workers were similarly working long, and difficult work hours, decided to conduct
researeh into work life balance. V

The Acru Fifty Famlie' project concentrated primarily on work hours. The NZcruwanted to look
at work hours as part of a broader focus on the work/life pressures faced by workers here. Therefore
it concentrated on three areas:
1.work hours 2. leave entitlements and 3. balancing work and family responsibilities

Like the Acru srudy, the main plank of the New Zealand project was a series of qualitative
. (" interviews with wprkers and their families. The study sought the experiences and stories of thiny

New Zealand families. The study's findings would then provide the NZcruwith the basis for a
work life balance campaign of public and union member education, lobbying for legislative changes,
and bargaining for improved work conditions to establish work life balance for New Zealand
workers, their families and their communities.

And while the NZCTU struggles to improve conditions for workers in New
Zealand, here is a different story from a Pacific neighbour:

Globalisation and Women Workers in the Philippines
Report from Maxine Gay (abridged)

At the invitation of the Philippine Solidarity Network of Aotearoa (PSNA),
Emilia Dapulang, Vice President of the Kilusang Mayo Uno (KMU) toured
Aotearoa/NZ in September. The KMU(May First Movement) is the most militant of
the union centres in the Philippines. Emilia is the first woman Vice President, having
risen to this position from the snop floor, as-p-resident of her own union, the Phillips-
Semi Conductor Union.

Emilia's speaking topic was Globalisation. Women Workers And The Struggle For
Justice. She spoke to hundreds of New Zealand workers from Dunedin to
Whangarei - at stop work meetings and at the various public meetings, including at
two universities.

Emilia described in graphic detail the horrific conditions that workers (particularly
women workers) face in the "economic processing zones" (EPZs). New Zealand
workers were horrified when Emilia told them that

Toensure bigger profits for capitalists, women workers'reproductive functions are
regulated in many firms located in the EPZs. There are reparted cases on single
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women being subjected to 'virglnlfy tests' to ensure they are sexually inactive or
else not hired In a number of cases married women who are already e"mployedare
required to practise birth control including ligation. Married women who
misrepresent themselves as single when they apply for work are frequently
terminated

The virginity tests were only one part of a whole raft of measures used to
subjugate workers. Casualisation has allowed employers to drive down wages and
conditions and precludes workers from organising and collective bargaining. Emilia!)
cited the example of the country's largest chain of shopping malls, Shoemart.
Shoemart employs over 20,000 workers, 90'10 of them women and 85'10casual.

It was of no surprise then to learn that out of a workforce of 14 million only 3.8
million belong to active unions and less than 500,000 workers are covered by
collective bargaining . ..In 1981 the number of workers covered by collective

. - (" bargaining was,12.7'10. By 2000 this had fallen to 3.51'0demonstrating the adverse
impact of globalisation on workers' rights. A timely reminder for us in New Zealand
as our government embarks on yet another tariff review.

ONLINE

TUHP is exploring the possibility of having its own homepage or piggy-backing on an existing,
relevant website.

If you have not visited the NZCIU website - www.nzcnwQ;.nzI- recently, you will be iropressed
with their updated version. Their links to kindred organisations and other useful sites is also worth
exploring.

Some other sites to visit:

The Australian Trade Union Archives (ATUA) http://www.atua.oQ;.au

Labour History Research Index \vww.qbradley.freeserve.co.ukl

Working Class Movement Library www.wcml.org.ukl

Peoples History Museum (UK) \vww.peopleshistorymuseum.org.uk!

The Workhouse www.workhouses.org.uk

Death notices:
Frank McNulty - died August 1 - staunch trade unionist - seaman, wharfie, railway worker,
freezing worker - Secretary of New Zealand Meat Workers' Union- helped organise relief depots
in Christchurch and Lyttelton during 1951waterfront lockout.

Dave (David Skinner) Paterson - died 25October - retired Detective Sergeant, nicknamed
"Call me Dave" for his work on behalf of the NZ Police during the 1951Waterfront Lockout.

,
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